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Hito Steyerl talks about the transformation of authentic images and how it changes through time and in the process of becoming something called poor images. In her paper Hito Steyerl gives the definition of a poor image as an image that has a bad resolution, lack of quality, accessible images, which are re-downloaded
and edited many times:It is an image ghost, preview, thumbnail, defaulting idea, itinerant images distributed for free, squeezed through slow, compressed, reproduced, remixed, and pasted digital connections Se felt that sometimes it could not be called an image because it would be insulted to a rush blur. And in
response to this he felt that it was just digital technology that could achieve something like this. However, as he further discusses this there are wonderful changes in the perception that I can make an infer. In his article In defence The Poor Image of Hito has divided poor images based on 6 criteria- Resolutions,
Resurrection, Privatisation and Piracy, Inferrect Cinema, Meaning and How Images are seen today. The focus is used as a class position identifier and being out of focus leads to an image-lowered value. This is well illustrated by the example of allen Woody's film, where the main character who is beyond focus is not a
mistake but is achieved on purpose. And the lack of this definition turns out to be a material problem for the artist because he couldn't post this job. This shows how the image hierarchy is not based on cruelty but more mainly on resolution. Image hierarchy has been compared to major stores where luxury products are
given more value by better marketing while more affordable ones are distributed in DVDs or online - as a form of Poor Images.T Ten or thirty years ago experimental cinemas and essays literally began to invisible because it was expensive to keep them running in theaters and they were considered too marginal to air on
television and Online. Hito claims this development is caused by a connection to the neoliberal radicalization of cultural concepts as a commodity, to the commercialization of cinemas, its divers into multiplex, and the marginalization of independent filmmaking. This type of content is kept alive only by certain organizations
that will distribute VHS among themselves. However with the possibility to be posted online, things quickly began to change. This is where things are beginning to be interesting. A lot of rare and absurd content begins to resurface either as carefully cured content on Ubuweb or simply as content on Youtube. Because of



this, Poor Image life changes drastically, you can now download it, watch it again, reedit or even improve it. And content will be redirected. The meaning and purpose of the image changes. Through an incomparable example of cinema- Hito quotes an incom perfect Espinosa -Cinema is one that seeks to overcome labor
division in class society. It combines art with life and science, blurring the differences between consumers and producers, audiences and writers. It insists its own inequake, is popular but not a consumer, committed without being bureaucratic. Hito compares poor images to an uns perfect cinema instead with the perfect
cinema representing the main store. It is likely that poor images will be distributed more easily and the flexible ethics of cleaners and remix allows contributions from a larger group of people. So users become editors, critics, translators, and co-authors of poor images. The thing about this situation is that this medium can
be used in a positive and negative sense. For example, hate speech, spam, and other rubbish also make their way through digital connections. So it acts like a book and a bane. So this network has become not only a place for fragile new content but also a battleground for commercial and national agendas. And with a
large number of contributors, these poor images become popular images. It represents the thought of the people and the number of people taking enough to format it, editing it, adding subtitle in the case of cinema and distributing it further. This throws light on a new perspective towards a weak image. Poor images get
poor as they get edited, compressed and travel fast. They may lose quality as images but they get speed and meaning because of the number of people acting on it. This helps because this allows some images of militants and essay cinemas to actually fulfill their purpose of creating an alternative economy of content that
has greater meaning in it. As Hito-Poor Images explains it's building an anonymous global network just as it creates a shared history. It builds alliances as it moves, provokes translations or mistranslation, and creates new civilians and debates. With the loss of its visual material, it recovered some of its political blows and
created a new aura around it. Today with the admirality of social media, the meaning of poor images has changed all together. Fast-circulating images now create new conversations. Open up opportunities to understand different perspectives from around the world. So it serves as a load carrier and a lot of metadata
through time. So I believe that bad images may lose its quality, but it just gets richer in meaning and content. In Defence of Poor Images, by Hito discuss the nature of 'poor images.' Steyerl claims that 'poor image' arises as a result of mass breeding and distribution of works (or cage components of works). This images
are often distributed with less care in quality and heavy emphasis on quantity. Oftentimes artists get a little credit once a piece is distributed. Steyerl discusses notions of 'poor images' using videos for example mediums. With videos, 'rich pieces' like movies, broadcasts, video illies, ect. lose their value as it is distributed to
the public, sometimes through illegal methods such as piracy (the term Steyerl uses to describe this 'resurrection'). As a user of many social media sites, I have witnessed the excessive use of 'poor images.' Oftentimes, it is images or videos taken from smartphones that are not only low resolution but also lack meaningful
content. Often, these videos and images simply exist to get a good laugh, but not a lasting effect. I have also seen iconic distorted images with the use of computer software to make to look funny. Many times my friends will remember these images as 'something I saw in that video,' with little thought going into the
original source of the job. Steyerl continued by discussing the concept of 'inapterpriate cinema' and 'visual bonding' and their relationship with poor imagery. He highlights the work of 'For Inapgral Cinema,' by Juan Garcia Espinosa. Espinosa claims that 'perfect cinema' is a piece of cinema designed to spark an aw and
wonder at its audience, but usually suspends any time of contact between the audience and the creators. The 'uns perfect cinema' aims to bridge the gap. Steyerl drew similarities between 'unfecting cinemas' and a breakdown of class divisions in society. In this way 'poor images' are shown to have positive qualities as a
way for the mass transfer of privately made media. However, Steyerl discusses this massive two-edge distribution sword. Mass distributions inevitably lead to a lack of value associated with images. Steyerl also introduced the idea of 'visual bonds.' which is the nature of the image that can be attributed between large
populations. This bond helps insert 'poor images' and is one of the reasons why people still manage to appreciate 'poor images' despite their lack of quality. May 23, 12-2pm Please note: G44 online workshops are offered on a sliding scale with the proposed amount: $25 – Not a member/$20 – Member /$15 – Not a
member/Member with COVID-Reduced Income Please email lfatemi@gallery44.org to sign up for this workshop. This online workshop re-examines and celebrates many low-res, pixel or poor images. Based on Hito Steyerl's text of the same name, in this digital class we will make a relationship between and artists who
glide, compress, re-generate, tear and remix their images to create something new. Using the video trial app, teacher Jessica Thalmann will present a mini-sharahan on includes Nam June Paik, Thomas Ruff, Assaf Shaham, Sara Cwynar, Raymond Boisjoly and others... Then participants will be guided through the
creation of artwork using their own imagery. Technical demonstrations will focus on using flatbed scanners and other internet-based tools to manipulate, distort and complicate analog images. Participants should join the workshop provided with 5-10 photos from the archives (family, history, internet, page sales, etc. can
be digital prints or dark rooms, newspapers or magazine images, etc.), scissors, white paper, any special objects/tools/materials you want to collaborate with, Flatbed scanners and computers with Zoom installed. In Defence of Poor ImageHito SteyerlThis essay by Hito Steyerl talks about poor images, and every possible
way to degrade, reduce, cheap and events ruin any possibility of it being seen in a positive light. He canines apart from the meaning of poor images in a way that makes me feel like I'm reading a gory scene, blood in a book, but still makes me interested and wants to read more. One of the things that Hito mentions is the
film Woody Allen (Deconstructing Harry) and how the lead actor runs out of focus (literally), I watched the clip from the film and instantly understood why he used it for example, because the scene made me very disappointed (and made my head hurt). If the camera can't focus on the main people, how can that person be
of value to others? He has no other purpose than being an extra or someone in the crowd, never intended to be a focus or even acknowledged, only someone who is low resolution. I think Hito's explanation of the poor images can be taken many different ways, some of the examples he used to describe it were very literal
(poor resolution images vs. high quality, cinema vs. DVD...) and some have more metaphorical meaning (actors in Woody Allen's films are beyond focus and do not belong among other actors in high resolution, poor image accessibility I think Hito is trying to say that bad images are what we make, what we deserve as
good or bad quality depending on the views of the majority of people. Cinema is considered a major store because that's what we've decided to make it. Why go to cinemas surrounded by other strangers considered fancy? But being able to buy a movie on DVD and watch it in the comfort of your own home doesn't?
Perhaps it has something to do with people in the past capable of buying tickets to the theatre and watching the most famous performers from World. The high quality is now just as popular. The idea of poor images shared at a rapid pace within seconds seems to qualify it as poor, does that mean that high-quality images
aren't shared at the same speed?. Nowadays shared on social media; artwork, movie trailers, photos, music..., If a very famous film critic left his criticism on a website that knows well to see and unexpectedly share, does that mean his views suddenly become poor images? Are they no longer considering prime
standards? I believe that escaping the act of poor images is impossible on the day and age we leave, every day less the world is considered unknown because we share and retweet the information we want others to see, the cinema is now accessible to most people, pictures can be downloaded and the work of art can
be printed. So is it only a time before poor images lose value themselves and become a common image?
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